
Background
Sickle cell disease (SSD) affects nearly 1 in 500 African

Americans in the US. Routine red cell exchange (RCE) is a

preventative measure for stroke prophylaxis in SSD and has

shown to be cost effective by reducing inpatient admissions.

However, RCE requires multiple units of antigen matched blood

which can be costly and challenging to procure. Attempts to

increase the availability and affordability of this procedure

without sacrificing patient care is warranted.
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Results:
29 patients participated in the maRCE protocol from April 2019

to April 2020, with an estimated 878 units of in-house blood

utilized for maRCE. Estimates for cost of in-house antigen

testing for C, E, K, hemoglobin S, and added technical time

resulted in a cost savings of $126/RBC unit, totaling $143,992

in annual savings. Paired student T-tests showed no significant

difference in inpatient days per month or ED visits per month

before and after the initiation of maRCE. Paired student T-test

showed a significant reduction in pre-procedure HgbS following

maRCE initiation, and no new RBC allo-antibodies were

identified.

Conclusions:

This study demonstrates significant

cost saving without sacrificing patient

care for SSD patients undergoing

routine maRCE. As the utilization of

RCE increases and strains on all

sectors of the healthcare system

continue, efforts to effectively utilize

blood products without affecting

patient care and treatment outcomes

will be critical.
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Methods
This single center study aimed to evaluate the cost savings and

clinical outcomes in 29 sickle cell patients currently undergoing

routinely scheduled RCE for stroke prophylaxis and/or recurrent

pain crisis. A novel blood utilization strategy implemented in

April 2019 used RBC units of different storage ages with 50%-

60% of units identified as “fresh” being collected within 10 days

of use and the remaining 40-50% were considered “old” being

collected within 10-21 days of use. Termed “mixed age RCE”

or maRCE, this protocol facilitated the use of previously

purchased in-house RBC units and reduced the need for

RBC units purchased from specialized blood centers. After

12 months of this protocol, cost saving analysis was performed

based on estimated cost/RBC unit with antigen testing in-house

versus cost/RBC unit with antigen testing performed at the

blood bank blood supplier. In addition, retrospective chart

review for clinical outcome measures (days inpatient per

month, emergency department encounters per month, allo-

antibody formation, and pre-RCE hemoglobin S levels) were

determined for all patients participating in this program from the

time routine RCE was initiated until April 2020. A comparison

between clinical outcomes prior to April 2019 and after the

institution of the maRCE was completed to determine if the

maRCE protocol influenced clinical outcomes.
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Results Continued:

Total Patients: 29

Male: 14

Female: 15

Age range: 22-48 years old

Metric RCE maRCE

Average 
Inpatient days  

/ month
0.99 0.76

Emergency
Department 
encounters       

/ month 

0.26
0.22

Average pre-
procedure   

Hgb S %
55.3 49.6 * p<0.05

Cost savings calculations:

Number of in-house tested units (766 units)

X cost savings of $126 per unit

$ 143,992 in 12 months

Prior to initiation of maRCE, 30% of 

patients included in the study had 

allo-antibodies to RBC antigens. 

Analysis of allo-antibodies in this 

patient population revealed NO NEW 

ALLO-ANTIBODIES following 

initiation of the maRCE protocol. 

Objectives

• Cost savings analysis of in-house

versus specialized blood center

preparation of red blood cell product for

red blood cell exchange in sickle cell

patients

• Analysis of clinical outcomes and

alloimmunization following

implementation of a novel strategy for

blood product utilization for red blood

cell exchange

Key Take Home Points
• Red blood cell exchange (RCE) is an important

treatment modality for management of clinical

symptoms associated with sickle cell disease.

• Recent updated guidelines recommend matching

Rh and Kell antigens for RCE, necessitating

extensive pre-RCE testing of multiple units to find

appropriate products.

• In our experience, simple antigen testing can be

efficiently conducted in-house using blood already

in blood bank inventory.

• This utilization of in-house technical expertise and

skill saved over $140,000 for the blood bank over

the course of 12 months, saving money on

specialized antigen testing typically performed at

a specialized blood center.

• Utilization of in house and typically older RBC

units (10-21 days old) had no effect on patient

clinical course or alloimmunization.


